RECOMMENDATIONS FOR BODY parts
MAINTENANCE.
If you notice a crack in the
bumper, have it checked and repaired
immediately, before the damage gets
worse and replacement is necessary

Dirty headlamps not only reduce
visibility but can also dazzle oncoming
traffic. Ensure that they are
cleaned regularly, but never with
a dry cloth which could scratch
the lens.

If you have a chip or splinter in
your windscreen, have it repaired
or even replaced immediately. If left
untreated, there is the increased risk
of MOT failure.

I v e c o M a k e s t h e dif f e r e n c e .
L e t ' s s e e h ow.

Did you know?
To make sure the bumpers are airtight, Iveco also tests the screws and the securing devices: even the
smallest parts can make the difference!
Headlamp type approval is subject to the use of the correct bulbs. If this is not the case, headlamp approval
will be invalid, and it will be illegal for the vehicle to travel on public roads.
The original windscreen which perfectly fits the vehicle’s frame it is made for, insulates the cabin, reducing
air conditioning use and contributing in fuel saving.

WHY DO LOW QUALITY PARTS COST
LESS?
Low quality or recycled raw materials.
Not certified productive process.
Inadequate production equipments.
CHOOSE ORIGINAL PARTS, CHOOSE SAFETY. GUARANTEED.

ORIGINAL IVECO BODY parts
born to be original

IVECO body parts: MADE TO MEASURE
FOR YOUR SAFETY AND LOWER COSTS.

ORIGINAL IVECO HEADLAMPS: CLEAR BENEFITS.
Headlamps, the eyes of your Iveco vehicle: crucial elements for a level of
safety that only Original Parts can guarantee. To see and be seen, and to save
money through improved consumption.

If you need to replace one or more Body Parts, choosing Iveco original parts
is the only solution for:

MAINTAINING THE HIGH PERFORMANCE OF THE VEHICLE.
Because the original Body Parts have been specifically developed for Iveco vehicles right from the design stage.

ORIGINAL IVECO HEADLAMPS

LOW QUALITY HEADLAMPS

HAVING A GUARANTEE OF SUPERIOR RELIABILITY.
Because they are the perfect dimension, weight and fit for your vehicle.

Perfectly clear view. They are designed to illuminate the road
ahead efficiently.

Using low quality products means uneven and more limited
vision and less visibility for the vehicle.

SAVING TIME AND MONEY.
Because they fit perfectly to the vehicles and therefore provide an ideal, simple and rapid assembly.
Because they have been made with the best materials and have undergone rigorous testing, providing a guarantee of greater
durability.

Wear resistance. They are a perfect fit and offer guaranteed
durability.

Lower quality headlamps wear out more quickly because they
are not fully compatible with the vehicle.

Lowering consumption. They contribute to fuel savings because
they maximise energy efficiency.

Vehicles that have non-original parts can consume them
more quickly.

Why choose Iveco original body parts?

Only original Iveco headlamps meet the rigorous technical specifications of the initial system and
ensure rapid and safe repairs and replacement operations, with a quick and precise assembly.

STEP INTO THE IVECO WORKSHOPS
WITH OUR BEST EXPERT TOM
to better understand your vehicle.
Follow Tom on www.iveco.com

IVECO ORIGINAL WINDSCREENS: CLEAR AND STRONG
BENEFITS.
ORIGINAL IVECO BUMPERS: CLEAR BENEFITS.

For the driver's safety the windscreen in front of him plays a crucial role.
Choosing the original Iveco part is a genuine guarantee of safety and an
additional safeguard.

For its bumpers Iveco only uses high quality polymeric materials that have
not been recycled. Strength, lightness and flexibility combined with superior
assembly precision are the winning properties of each Iveco bumper.
We have the evidence:

IVECO ORIGINAL WINDSCREENS
ORIGINAL IVECO BUMPERS

Subjected to deformation tests, the original replacement parts
keep their initial dimensions.

The original bumper passes the cold
impact test without any damage.

LOW QUALITY BUMPERS

With full compliance to international standards, original windscreens
are subject to additional tests which certifie the correct
interaction with the vehicle and the high performance levels.

LOW QUALITY WINDSCREENS
Lower quality windscreens, even if they have the mandatory typeapproval, will never have the type-approval and the security
provided by passing the additional tests set by Iveco.

The same testing demonstrates that low quality products have
considerable deformation.

On low quality bumpers, we can see the
damage caused on the front panel
and in the grille area.

More resistant to stress and high temperatures resulting in a safer and longer lasting product. More
fuel efficient because they are lighter. And more flexible, thus improving passive safety. Iveco bumpers:
keeping your body in great shape.

All original windscreens are laminated windscreens, namely formed
of two panes of glass united by an adhesive interlayer. In the event of
an impact and breakage, the various glass fragments will stay
attached to the adhesive layer, preventing injuries to the driver and
passengers.

INNER PANE
Glass pane in contact with
the inside of the cab. The
type-approval code of the
windscreen is screen printed
on this pane.

OUTER PANE
Glass pane facing outwards.

INTERLAYER OF PVB
It works as an adhesive between
the two panes, improving the
mechanical, thermal and acoustic
properties of the windscreen.

